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with eated plane shock waves in a shoi is
inve id, ' titations inherent in this s'
3 variables tl be accounted for are cc d.
A. criterion is established for the determination of the
presence of significant acoustical streaming, A method
for measuring peak alternating velocities is postulated.
:perimental results show good agreement with theory except
for th ' bemating boundary layer which is apparently not
an example of simple shear flow.
The writers wish to express their appreciation for
the assistance and encouragement given them by Professor
H. Medwin of the U. S. Haval Postgraduate School in this
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1 . X ill" 'ocjlic tion.
Inv sti bi »ii; Lnto bhe atter .tion of re bed plane
shock waves confine Li bul Lave vealed a large amount
of data. In general, this experi ental ba has failed
to agree with any exi: bin* bh >ory on this subject. To
date, "'"'.I knovm investi ations have utilized pressure
sensitive instrumentation which has shown a progressive
decrease in shoe': intensity as the shock wave bravers
down th bube. This attenuation appears to bo sensitive
to both frequency and tube radius. 3inoe bhere exists no
satisfactory bheory to substantiate quantitatively this
served attenuation and as the probability of obtainin
more revealing data from pressure measurements seems
slight, this experi lent was conceived. The main purpose
of f/hicb is to investi ;ate the Feasibility of aoolvin
hot-wire anemometry to dote:. 1.:.!.::, bhe nature of particle
velocity, near bhe wall of baa tube, during bhe pa:::.
of the choc 1 : wave.
It is Lnticipated that such an approach ..Ml
eventually r v al acoustic streamin . if It exists,
: Lrbulence, bhe natu • of bhe boundary layer near the wall,
rithin li Lted accuracy, the actual velocities.
Information gained by bhi; technique will exten< resent
knowled o of repe .ted finite piano shock i/aves nd
combined with prior knowledge may well loa^" t i workable
theory that will permit the study of infinite repeated

-,es to be con ucteo1 under the control]
borator\' conditions that a shock bub' .vices

2, Characteristics of Repeated Shock «Yaves»
Unlike single shock waves (as generated by explosions,
nuclear blasts, etc.) which propagate with greater than
acoustic velocity, repeated shock waves travel with
approximately the normal speed of sound. The repeated
shock wave has a sawtooth form and is stable except for a
gradual attenuation in amplitude as it progresses further
fro a its source.
The sawtooth form of the shock wave is produced by
distortion of a large amplitude sound wave. If this wave
has sufficient amplitude, it will develop into a shock
wave regardless of its initial form.* This is due to the
fact that the crest of the sound wave travels at a greater
velocity than the trou h. The initial wave form
progressively distorts finally becoming a sawtooth wave at
which point the shock front is fully developed^ This
progress is shown in Tig. 1 for an initial sine wave form*
The distortion of a high amplitude sound wave into a shock
wave can easily bo observed using a pressure sensitive
probe or microphone and an osci].loscope to detect the
sound wave as it is propagated down the tube. At the
beginning of the tube the normal wave form is observed;
further along the tube the sound wave form becomes distorte<
in the direction of a sawtooth form, finally, at some
further portion of the tube the shock front is fully
developed and. a sawtooth form is observed.

acte Lstic of b] wave form is
its s Llity. b will not clu n "or i ' ' is a
s] c n L bh' onl;, change it shows is ocr se in
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Figure 1. Developement of Sawtooth Wave

' t-./ire Anemometr; .
The 3 theory for the use of hot-wire an* Lry
for the determination of particle velocity . perJ
by King CO •• The response equations C^»7D have been
developed from initial theory and are based on the
conservation of energy. The difference between the rate
of heat input to the wire and the rate of heat loss of the
re to the moving fluid can be equated to the rate of
change of stored thermal energy in the wire.
H - H = C(dTw/dt) (1)
where
:
W = Heat input to wire per unit time
-
H = Heat loss of wire per unit time
G - Heat capacitance of wire
If Rw is the wire resistance at a temperature Tw in
°G and "i" is the heating current, then:
W = ±\ (2)
King CO expressed the heating loss as:
- L(TW - Ta )(k + V2TTkdcp/ou ) (3)
where:
L = length of wire
Tw = temperature of wire in °C
Ta - temperature of air in °C
k = thermal conductivity of wire
c-p = specific heat of flu
/o = density of fluid

d = diameter of wire
v = velocity of f] i
By defining:
A = kL
c' = L Vz^rkcc
King's expression fop the heating loss becomes:
H = (Tw - Ta )(A + B
f
lpir ) (li)
A simplification for the study of fluid motion where
equilibrium can be assumed allows C(dTw/dt) to equal zero.
Therefore
:
W - H ='
or i 2Rw * (Tw - Ta )(A 4 b'1(^u~ ) (£)
Unfortunately however/ due to the rapidity of the
variations in temperature, pressure, ant 1 fluid velocity
under repeated plane shock waves equilibrium conditions
do not occur. Therefore King's expression must remain as:
i
2R?, - (Tw - Ta )(A f B'VSu ) = C(dTw/dt) (6)
The major difficulty that exists in applying hot-wire
anemometry to this study is the inherent lag between the
response of the wire to a velocity change and the velocity
change.* In previous applications of hot-wire anemometers
Cl>2,6,°Dj proper electronic compensation was introduced
into the amplifier. The usage of this method has proven
very satisfactory in turbulent flow fields where the
variations in flow were minor as compared to the steady
flow field. A more recent determination C7J of wire time

cor; .'; for lar ;e trans5.ents from steady state conditions
provides a Leans of studying single shock phenomena C<3 •'
•over during repeated shock waves steady flow conditions
r non-existent.
This thesis describes a method of determining a
qualitative description of the flow field in the tube,
»




1;.. iscription of Equipment.
'i 1.' int used c the high intens
sound consists of a 15* horsepower electric motor driv'
an air compressor, capable of deliver:! >0 cubic feet
of air per minute at pressures up to approximately I}. psi/
(7 psi available for short periods) This flow of air is
cut by an electrically driven rotary chopper producin
;
alternate rarefactions ana condensations in an adjustable
standing wave chamber. An exhaust pipe fitted to the
standing wave chamber, in combination with the plugged
downstream end of the propagation tube, eliminates the DC
air flow.
Pi 2;. 2 is a schematic diagram of the entire
experimental set-up.
The propagation tube is a 30 foot section of
rectangular seamless steel tubing with a wall thickness
of approximately one-eighth inch and with inside dimensions
of 1-l/k by 2-3/14- inches. The downstream end of the tube is
plugged, A termination consisting of the last eight feet of
tubing was filled with a fiber-glass, wedge-shaped absorber
to reduce reflections. A test for the existence of
standing waves was conducted by pressure probing every
inch of a two foot section of tube immediately upstream
from the termination section and every foot thereafter,
with an Altec 21-311-200 microphone. Pressure readings
fro i each station when plotted against distance showed

tuati n v= . stencc
s of infinite siraal . e.
feet from the upstream end of the tube a cut
was for the installation of plexiglass sections.
These plexiglass sections v/ere open-ended boxes, constructed,
of one half inch thick plexiglass, machined to provide
ins.' dimensions identical to those of the propagation
tube. Initially the idea of installing a separate section
was to provide a means of isolating a small section of the
propagation tube* This was accomplished by installing
diaphiagms at both ends of the plexiglass section in order
to eliminate the acoustic streaming in that section of the
pipe, yet still allow for passage of the shook wave. Thus,
inside this section, the AG velocity components would be
directly available to usi Plexiglass was selected as the
•erial for the construction of these sections because
its transparent qualities afforded excellent additional
>ortunities for direct measurement of the position of
the hot-wire probe in relation to the surface of the tube
during boundary layer investigations, and the possibility
of qualitatively determine he nature of the flow using
smoke particles as tracers.
The hot-wire anemometer used was a Shapiro .varus
Company, asadena, California, constant current model,
consisting of the following units:




b. Current Control ir; , ociel C-50
c. isistance Bric'gc, Model B~5>0
d. Potentiometer, Model P-5>0A
e. an Square Output Meter, Model ..1-^0
f. Square Wave Generator, Model G-5»0
g. Power Supply for Amplifier Model A-£0B
In conjunction with the above, Plow Corporation
Probes emploj^ing platinum filaments of approximately 0»0^'
inches in length and 0.000£ inches in diameter were used.
Although all of the above hot-wire anemometer
components were not utilized in the actual measurements,
all are necessary for the setting up and checking out of
the anemometer, and shall thus be described below.
The Hot-Wire Anemometer Amplifier is a low noise,
high gain, wide band amplifier. Provisions are made for
checking frequency response and amplification using the
associated square wave generator. Maximum uncompensated
gain is £,000* when fully compensated, 2,5>00,000. An input
selector allows selection of input from hot-wire or
squarewave generator.
The Current Control Panel permitted adjustment of
wire current over the range of 1 to 300 ma. An incorporated
meter with full scale ranges of 10, 100, and 1000 ma
provides initial adjustment of the hot-wire current.
The Potentiometer enabled the voltage or the current
of the hot-wire to be accurately measured. Voltage ranges
11

0.1, 1.0, and 10 volte full scale. Current ran ;cs arc
0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 amps full scale.
The Sesistance Bridge has a ran ;e of to 120 ohms
ana nay bo used to measure wire resistance while the
lifier is in use without introducing noise or h i l.
Sensitivity is sufficient to enable a balance with only 1
of current.
The hean Square Output heter is a sensitive
millivoltmeter incorporating a mirror scale for readin
;
the thermocouple output of the amplifier.
The Square ..ave G-enerator is a self-contained, battery
operated, transistor type., The frequency is variable and
the signal can be used to check frequency response to the
lifier. RMS output meter and precision attenuation
enable accurate r ;ain measurement. Time constant
determination of a :;iven wire may be determined utilizing
a series of switches and attenuators to superimpose a
square menu component of adjustable amplitude on mean wire
current
.
,1 Barium Titanate transducer was mounted upstream
from the hot-wire probe to verify tho existence of a shod:
wave in the propagation tube and to monitor and to determine
the repetition rate. The output of the transducer was
iplifiec 1 by an. . Scott -jecade Amplifier and displayed
on a Tektronix yl\S dual trace oscilloscope. This signal
was also sent to a Hewlett Packard J;00-D Vacuum Tube
12

Voltmeter or b of an 3KL ..lodel 302 Variable
loctronic Filter Tor isolation of 1 Lental
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General uct of Invest bion.
In S Dn l\ of this report the foil' i non-linear
expression for determining the motion of a moving fluid by
use of a hot-wire anemometer was developed:
i2Rw - (Tw - Ta )(A + B"&°u ) = C(dTv;/dt) (6)
The application of this expression to the study of
repeated plane shock waves presents a unique proble , The
rapid succession of compression and rarefactions at a fixed
point in the tube creates periodic changes in pressure,
density, velocity^ and temperature of the fluid medium. At
"large" distances from the wall,, the nature of the velocity
is assumed to consist of an alternating flow which is in
phase with the pressure changes,, and some induced steady
secondary motion (acoustic streaming) as a result of viscous
forces. This complex flow field may be further complicated
by the existence of turbulence.
The inability of the hot-wire to follow rapid velocity
changes is reflected in equation (6) by the existence of
the term on the right. Some means must be devised to
ft*determine this response, or to operate under a set of
conditions in which the output intelligence of the wire
can essentially reduce this term to zero. The empirical
coefficients, A & B are temperature sensitive and their
values must be determined over the expected temperature
range (Tw - Ta ). Therefore, all terms in equation (6)
are variable except the current "i" which is a controlled
15

iut and is maintained constant by the cu; b control
section of the hot-wire anemometer. The conversion of
e nation (6) to a more useful form is desirable:
Vw = (Tw - Ta )(A + b'^ou )/i - (C/i)(dTw/dt) (7)
where:
Vw = i R^
V in actuality is the useful output of the hot-wire
anemometer. The above expression, although valid for any





Althou , brictly speak n , he re] i Lps
between thermodynamic variables durin ; the passage of a
shock front are described by the Rankine-xru/joniot
equations, for the pressure swings in this experiment the
relations are considered to be essentially reversible
adiabatic, where:
/? =/°o Ui/P ) (8)
Tl = V Po/Pl^ ^9)
and
/? - density of air at absolute pressure
/°, = density of air at absolute pressure P-i
T = temperature of air at absolute
pressure P
T^ = temperature of air at absolute
pressure Pj_
^ = 1.1}. for air
To consider the concurrent density, velocity, and
ten ure variations, a typical value of (P-j_ - P ) is
.vied to be one-tenth atmosphere.
Variations in /O are computed to be approximately
equal to ± l$> and therefore, for the ranges which are
considered in this experiment, >o will be considered
constant.
Defininc B = b' 1/°
Equation (6) now becomes:
i2Rw = (Tv/ - Ta )(A + B Vu" ) - C(dTw/dt) UOj
17

bion (7) now becomes:
7
v:
= < Tw - Ta )(A 4 : Vu~)/i - (C/i)(dTw/dt) (11)
Duri 3 hock passage, variations in te t Lr
are approximately ± 9°G » -ke fltiid velocity u i bhe
shocl: passa c varies from a positive maxi turn of
ap iroximately 2k m/sec through zero to a negative -'





In order to determine the
v-?e 3\v
, the hot >robe inserted
--• »erature of the bhe oven,
'•a? was br ight down to below its expected ranje by filling
the oven with i ice. The hot-wire probe a ermometer
were protected from convection currents. The dry ice .;?. .
removed and the inside of the oven was allowed to graduall;
heat up over the entire range of Ta during the shock wave
passage* Under these conditions equation (10) beco:aes
ao ' ' • by setting "t ' ual to zero, and C(dTw/d.t)






= (Tw - Ta ) A 112)
Hw = R (l + n
r
?V/)
R = the measured resistance of the wire
°^= the temperature coefficient of
resistance of the wire.*
lues of Rw were read directly ] : i the resistance
brid '0-. " % 3 shows values of lv/ plotted against (Tw -
for various hot-wire probes at specified wire currents,
whereas 'ig* is a plot of Rv , plotted against <
for a specified hot-v/ire probe at various wire currents.
*.
. 5 shows values of A plotted against (Tw - Ta ), .ith
se known values of A over the expected range of (T
v/ - Ta ),
19

at a cor , lovra vol .ties of
flow,
?or si-sta i
-\ conditii , C(dTV7/d.t) is as




^-. * (Tw -* Ta )(A + 3 Vu )
From this expression, values of B can be determined fro
known values of "u"i ti velocity "u" was determined by
means of a pitot tube md a micromanometer* Values of
plotted against (T
v;











8, L\ ^orooA I v sis of bhe Complex Plow
1 ' biie Tube,
fina] cation of equation (10) requires
consi :_on of the conditi rhich justify elimination
of the last ter
,
ption will be b the
velocity is in phase with the pressure swing of the shock
.
re on the axis of the tube. Although equation (11) shows
that V*w is not a linear function of u, in order to simplify
the graphs, linearity will be ass x ie for the discussion in
this section. The effect of the actual r 1 bionship
between Vw nd u would be to introduce harmonic distortion
and will be discussed in Section 9» • 7a shows a plot
of pressure Inst time for a repeated plane shock wave
passing a fixed point. i pourier analysis of * saw-
tooth waveform shows that such a wave is composed of a
fundamental and an infinite number of i . onics of a ,ide
inversely proportional to the number of the harmonic. Pi .
7b shows the assumed alternating velocity flow at a fixed
point at the center of the tube as a result of pressure
variations and in the absence of any acoustic Streaming.
["he response of a hot-wire anemometer is independent of the
direction of flow. The theoretical response of a hot-wire
anemometer, which is ca of closely following these
variations and producin a voltage Vw in pi . . ith t
velocity is plotted in . 7c (Actually, i . 7c i:
applicable to both V n |u|. ) Particular attention
25






, a finite perj of tine, a ty] ical
'or a shock of thi; I ;th being of the order- of
1
seconds • within this period of tine, both pressure
and velocity change from peal: positive values to peak
2live values.
It ifj interesting to note^ Pig. 7c, that on a
theoretical basis, because of the full wave rectifyi]
action of the wire, the second harmonic of the shock wave
is the lowest contained frequency In the voltage response
produced by the hot-wire. This Is shown in the above
dia :• , Two possible exceptions in which the hot-wire
anemometer will produce a voltage of the sane frequency
. the frequency of the velocity fluctuations are
illustrated, in Figures 7d and 7©*
L. Talbot and P. 3. Sherman,, Structure of keak Shock
..'avec In a konatomic Gas, NASA [vlemo 12-l[i.-58W, •-- );Q,
ruary 19 k'9 •
^Provisions are made in a hot-wire anemometer amplifier
to e1ec tronI cal Iy adjust ( c omp ensate) for the anc i< e t er ' s
inability to follow the high fre ruency compi its tl at exist
in discontinuous step functions. However, the mount of
compej ; Ion to be used is based on the existence of some
steady te flow prior to, and after the discontinuity.
These conditions are not present for a sawtooth wave.
Furthermore, hot-wire anemometer time constant adjustments
3 »] r It 1 L k frequency co iponents to be more
efficiently represented, cause a relative pease :.n the









flo- ' tl i ! > ;,o bhe
dlity ti low hi ncy c Because
of this lag, bhere is a general rounding off fro
novo::-
- 13 brated ir . . 7c, is a si
shift in phase between u and Vv - n bhe duration tQ . :
-••'"•' b} the »<
, there! >roducing a signal containing
the fundi tental fi i cy of the shock wave.
Fig, ?e shows a linear bheoretical response of
hot-wire anemometer to an alternating velocity, superimposed
on acoustic streaming of a larger absolute value than bhe
alternating component, A ain the anemometer would produce
a signal containing the fundamental frequency.
Recognizing lat DC flow, with an expected magnitude
equal bo 0,5>I| u"/c CvD » could affect the fundamental
frequency., attempts were mad< to i ically separate the
alternating flow f c bhe acoustic streaming by isolating
a snail section of the propagation tube with diaphragms^
The technique for accomplishing this was to use a diaphra
material which was thin and pliable enough to transmit 1
discontinuous res sure pulse, end to restrict bhe Length
of the isolated section between diaphragms to prevent
;eneration of indue " acoustic streaming^
In general) this experiment failed to produce its
objective because no suitable diaphra ra material wn found
that was strong enough to withstand the shod: in
27

;.eve] c hock ; . Neoprene
r, one-ei ' : ch b lei:
, b irable
Lai, Lt] * bb vibrational abuse up to >erii
of ap roximately five minutes} however, its attenuatin
effect on bhe pressure pulse was too great* Plastic
.
; la
and latex rubber of various thicknesses i
.. aediately burst
upon Impact of the pressure pulse. The most satisfactory
material v;as cental rubber (rubber dam) which permitted
o ratin periods of approximately one minute. In spite
of this, due to the fact that there was not sufficient
1
' stance in the section for build up, the characteristic
oth waveform was not quite achiever.
The isolation of the alternating flow from the
acoustic strea iin '.r probably impossible with any material*
available at thin ti
Not being able to control the nature of the flow i
b] e tube, the only alte: native was to analyze it. ;u?es
8a, 8b, and Gc are oscillogra \s of unco . re bed ho :;-u re
ane o ber response bo ether with the volta ;e response of
the bariu l titanate transducer (these ar d 1 brace
oscilloscope photographs, the lower trace resentiri
;
bh
alternatin ; r< ssure of the shock wave.) The resemblance
of ?ig. 8 to Pig. 7d verifies the xistence of the
fu li ental frequency in bhe response of the hot-wire
anemometer and vivi ' ints out the anemometer's




1 to i" •
g. ] l is a Lc ' '. oar r hid : f
hoi"-- " bic i f
?
: " ~ ! st harmonic. :ed
str .n ' 'obi bly a riaxi nxni value, (most likely it
four to fiv i. 'on the actual value) but its usage points
out ' e ia i a - ' ect bl at i :_ - In
;
could ha*v .. :
the end of tl e r Lor t be was plugged, the principle
of c< " nit ands that an equal and opposite flow '
: somewhere in the cross-section of the tube. . " : --t-
ically, J/O udA = 0.
, is a theoretical linear : onse of the
hot-wire anemometer for acoustic st: lg, equal to that
* 7f in magnitude, but opposite in direction,
"\ ^ires 7h and ?i are est.. bes of what the actual
uncompensated, yet linear, hot-wire anemometer respor:
1
a - ou] be for the s: buation escr5 ed in
*.
••'-•
s ?f arc" 7g respectively.
..'at is of fundamental importance her^ is that if
j1] ri : acoustic strea Ling of a si ;nli . mt
7,
"
:, it ...•-•;; be detected by the following c: : : , ria:
If the . n le of the acoustic strea i
b, bh the c cteristic response of the
































wave, ' "" o for i is sy metrica
, i o base
is detected as the hot-wire anemo
traverses the tu >.
b. i nitude of the acou: bic b Lng is
bectable, but less than the magnitude of the alternating
v 3 '. ty, the characteristic response of the hot-wi
i Lemo leter contains the f Lental frequency of b] e shock
wave, the wave is asy t metrical and a phase char villi be
detected as tb 'obe traverses across the tube,
•oceeding on the above assumed criteria for
deter ." Lng the relative amount of ac >u; bic stre, i in
the i : ation tube, the hot-wire anemo Leter was moved
across the tube. No detectable phase changes were noted.
Furthermore, th 'leal response curves for the hot-wi
anemometer, as shown in Fig, b, show almost perfect
sy • Letry except for a noticeable concave distortion in
the traili edge of the response wave. On bb basis of
this evi • o the following assumptions are madi :
a. The ratio of the magnitude of acoustic strea Ling
to alternating velocity is negli ;ible#
b. The ' a.1 Hit; of the hot-Wire an o Leter to
respond to the hi ;h frequency component: of the sawtooth
\ for hinders its utilization for determining absolute
velocity.
c. The existence of the fundamental frequency in





sumption a. , j sly above,
d i observing ci oke thr
pic L s ; '. is. This qualitative experiment showed
no noticeable acoustic st Lng, however, low fre cy
turbulence wa; o served.
: criterion Tor the existence of turbulence in )C
flow is given by the following ox ression CD:




cr:jt = lower limit of Reynold's number for a i o,
belo".' which the flow does not boco
turbulent.
u - the Lean velocity averaged over the cross
sectional area of the pipe*
= effective diameter of the pipe.
V = hinematic v i s c o r i ty . .
Substituting the following values in equation ( li-j- )
:
"crit c-j^v
d = 0«05> meters
^
= 15*55 x 10"° xeterrx/scc
The resulting evaluation for u indicates bl at burbulent
flow will result for u ^ 0.72 meters/sec* To provide a
comparison between this value of acoustic streaming with
the peak alternating velocities, it is necessarv to
evaluate the Pankine-. d ;oniot relationship for particle
33

'( r* i)(i"7i\7) f ( y^ US)
a-- = ambient speed of soun
y = '' e ratio of specific heats for air
P„ = a Lb: ent pres; are
-ft.
- are after shoo"- ;e
bstituting the follow ' values in equation (1;J):
b. - 3^0 meters/sec
2f = I.v for air
T> /p =11
i evaluation for ur ' , Lcates that peak velocities of
meters/sec arc to be expected. bhese calculations
and the observations of smoke particle behavior and wave
shape stabilit , it is assumed that the ratio of acoustic
strea : . i to alternating velocity is negli . tie.
is sumption b. bove, again points out that unless
some further is : " -od for analyzing the hot-wire
anemometer outout, the qu ;y C(d 'dt) is an
undetermined quantit; .
'Assumption c. above offers such a means for analysis.
ure (9) is a plot of fre r sponse vs. cy
for the hot--.:""' anemo probe utilized for this
experi . It in bes that frequency response is good















I = (2P /7f ) (sinco fc - |: '. ot + J-sin3o>t -




.' ex ression it can be seen that the fundamental
frequency contributes 2/"tf to the peak value.
Hot-wire anemometer filaments are available wl ; cl ..".11
easily follow frequencies of the order of ^,00 to 1000 cps.
Lectronic filtering of the hot-wire output will allow
only the fundamental to contribute to a signal which when
di£ I ^6. on an rms voltmeter could be related to the peak
value by the following expression:
ak = V2 •5rVvn3/2 (17)
Under these conditions, where the filament utilize
is capable of following the funda aital, C(dTIPI/dt) can be
cone:'. }d a proximately equal to zero and equation (10)
therefore be simplified to equation (13)
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Obtalined usingi a stkndarld O.OOOlj.97
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- L ear Co] Ions to sis
: \ section
wer on bh • )tion of a curve for




-. = (Tw - Ta )(A t B fT)/-1- (12)
and utilize ralues of a an ' for a chosen (Tw - Ta )
of i65°c,
(Tw - T q ) . (lCf : watts/°C) B (ICrumtts sec'




a graph of equation (12) is plotted as ^ig. 10. The arire
current was n intained a 175> ua an< R was 2.272 ohms.
3 >er and a lower limit of (Tw - Ta ) is induced as a
result of the reversible adiabatic changes in T a of 9 C
from the ambient b rature.
The wave for : of " . 7c is assumed anc ;raphi
'characteristics" methi L: used to pr diet the output,
for a constant (If. - Ta ), the non-linear effect would




- Ta ) is not a constant during she
passage, it is incorrect to utilise one curve of King's






A more else, but still appro i s, lethod would
be to utilize the ii le curve (a il Le ' bemperature) for
the ve loo 5. ties near zero, the upper curve (arable nt minus
9°C ) for the peak velocities corresponding to the
rarefaction part of the cycle, and the lower curve (a ibie.it
plus 9 C) corresponding to velocities during the compression
part of the cycle, with intersolution for intermediate
values. This method Introduces asymmetry into the
resulting waveform which Is a result of the wire trans-
it • .* ; a continuous representation of the discontinuous
temperature change at t Q and illustrated by the dotted
line in Pig. 10. This appears to account for the concave
appearance of the typical oscillograms shown in Pig. 8.
On the basis of these results, it seems that the
effects of changes in Ta , are significant, particularly












o fa , ' '. r i into
•ossible ap Lie; bion of hot--, r ane LO.ietry bo bhe
study of particle velocities in repeated plane shock waves
has boon limited to the conditj 3 that exist near the
center of the tube. ' 3 final phase of this stu 3 to
or lino the effect of the tube wall on velocity.
ures 11, 12, and 13 show how the rms vo bs ' bhe
• Lonic components varies with : . nee from the bube






vs. 71 , where:
E „ - the ris voltage at the center of
the t be
~ the r ls voltage at a ice y from
J the wall of the tube.
71 z y ^ /2 xr
and
y = distance fro LI of tube
M
= frequency
y = kinematic viscosity
lashed line, su )eri 1 losec on the abov nitiono curves
3ws the shear profile as determined b;, Lc son (3).
Du *. bhe c:; , electronic filtering 1 ;ed
so that the fundamental frequency was the pri source
of information. Under the assumption of the preceeding
relo out, bhj L: considered to be the most reliable




:., increac eloci b
.... nd.
ation with cl: .n frequenc; . No e:
offered at this time for/1 the occurence of this phenomenon.
are 13 shows in addition to the fundamental frequency
of 800 cps, the results of electronically filtering out
all but the second harmonic of l600 cps. - fact that
velocities of these two frequencies are maximized at
the same &i stances f: om the tube wall may indicate that










1 1 . C one lu s ions
.
vealed a com:'. '
I
of information co ice
;
the nature of the co / m
field associated wit i passage of repeated plane shoe
waves in a shock cube, particularly near the wall of t
tube. Acoustic streaming is present, but apparently is
turbulent rather than la: linar.
he effect of streaming upon the far greater alter-
nating velocities appears negligible, and may be neglec
for tb /""oses of future study of this phenomenon by
hot -wire anemome try
•
Although the hot-wire anemo teter is not capable of
following the high frequency components of the sawtooth
wave, a quantitative knowledge of peak alternating
velocities may be arrived at by measurements of the
fundamental frequency, and the us of ling's u ition«
-*

12, eco.,1 i a bio
1
L 11 that r»i Lore
biv le if the \ 3ld at this t."
of Li c " control ; stab Lization of
shoe' sti i >n rate. It was observed bhat
o-u..no/ changes in the order of 1 cause variai
stren th an ;reat as 2% .
It is felt that tssibl; lue to variation.: of the
power input to the compressor, bh b the compressor output
is not constant, but rather varies from the set output
pressure by ±0.1 ~>si. This in turn would, cause a
varying force on the chopper, thus varying its spee< .
Correction of t] is Li iculty coul< ead to the
determination of whether or not the voltage input to the
chop; or motor is steady enough to cause it to maintain a
'inite rprn for a given compressor output pressure,
dlization of co [pressor out b »ressure and chopper
spood is an extremely important requirement for : ulat
the shod-: wave frequency.
Ixperi lentation was conducted mainly with a probe
filament of 0.000/.;.97 inch in diameter; a reduction in w'
iiameter however, would allow for greater frequency
response. It -was noted that Tv/s above 200°C could cause
a localized melting of the solder holding the fila Lent <
robe tips; tl is in turn caused a change in the









coul' ". job b] L( rir
'. t . s
, t]
3 reversible adri ' bic chan ;e i c .n be





' icr< i es. .s ..
r
i; re ' bee




(1 + *.'..-<' (18)
a • is also Inversely proportional "bo the








" LI not l1; lz the effect o:r' t)
Lance Ln .'.-,, but will also Lve .'. :;ovo ' fre 1
;e. :f no c 1 c iro;
b o::cep"b er t ose c< : '.one when the a
c , cros bhe robe, it is felt that a :'' Lth a
eter of 0.0001 inc3 . il< ;ive .:ore favor; bio results.
In a< lition, .'". ures 5 and 6 reveal b b . deer
as (Tw - 2?a ) increases* whereas, B increases as (Tv; - Ta )
increases beyon ( ..'-__ - '.._) of appro::! 1 Ly 100°C. At
higher temperatures $ of say the ordc:- of ( ? - Ta ) equal
to 300°0, it can bo so : ;3 it A becomes extremely small,
mo1 B, while Lnc ; Ln ver slowly, is far greater bhs
. is thus extreme 1 all as co ared to B 'jfuj ;
can W is bo no glecte . 'bur". b passa c at bb








us, not only v/ill ucin
;
hi he values of (Tw - Ta )
eli " b the effect of rover; Lbl Li w :.c chan •
but •, 111 also cause a ' ' tonal si lplification o b Lc
lation. For thes r ons, It Ls hi 1 - sco.uaende
"
r»e li litations, the highest po i il ] range of
- Ta ) be used in futur research.
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